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Thanks for connecting with us! Here are a few
notable Education First happenings:

Is your mom a superstar? Tell us how and your mom could win a $75 gift card to Massage Envy
for Mother's Day! For more information and to enter, check out our Facebook page .

School is almost out! Are you ready? Check out our theme park ticket discounts here!

Calling all C.A.F.E youth program members! Our 2nd Annual Achievement Awards Celebration
is Thursday, June 29th! Click here for more details.
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Energy- and Money-Saving Home Improvement
Projects
Eco-friendly and financially responsible upgrades for your house

Energy costs are a huge expense for home dwellers these days, so people are always looking for
various ways to be more energy-efficient within the home while also not draining their bank accounts.

There are numerous ways to get a money-smart energy-efficiency update, with many of them being
just day- or weekend-long renovation projects.

Seal your ducts – Your ducts carry hot or cold air to different parts of the home in forced-air heating
and cooling systems.

“About 20 to 30 percent of the air that moves through the duct system is lost due to leaks, holes and
poorly connected ducts,” the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency estimates. Wrapping these ducts
can save you big money.

Add insulation – Now that you’ve
plugged up the drafts in your
home, you can take some time to
add insulation, a basic — but
crucial — next step.

“It turns out that about half of the
homes in the United States are
underinsulated,” said Alliance to
Save Energy President Kateri
Callahan to U.S. News & World
Report.

“If you added up all the leaks,
holes and gaps in a typical home’s
envelope, it would be the
equivalent of having a window open
every day of the year,” adds the
EPA site.

An added bonus: Installing
insulation is fairly cheap and simple.

“With a little how-to research, installation is relatively easy, but be sure to wear a mask and gloves,
and don’t cover any vents — and don’t fall through the ceiling!” advises real estate finance expert
Steven McLinden in a Business Insider article.

Replace windows and doors – For a more thorough and slightly more expensive home
improvement project to save energy (and, in the long run, money), try replacing windows and doors
throughout your house with high-efficiency ones. Use wood-framed windows and any door that is not
hollow inside, as air is able to infiltrate hollow doors.

“If you can replace windows, you can see a huge savings,” says Senior Home Remodeling Advisor
Mark Paulson, who recommends at least double-paned replacements. “Buy the best windows you
can. With windows, you truly get what you pay for.”

Get an advanced thermostat – McLinden also discovered that you can save up to $180 per year on
a programmable thermostat for your home, which Energy Star also finds to be more efficient than a
regular thermostat. Programmable thermostats adjust temperatures automatically and start at around
just $60.

McLinden also recommends smart thermostats — which can be more expensive.

“Some smart thermostats have monitoring systems that track energy use in various circuits around the
house, so you can make adjustments where needed,” he says. “Before taking that plunge, consider
smartphone apps that allow you to dim lights and control thermostats, power strips and other







smartphone apps that allow you to dim lights and control thermostats, power strips and other
connected devices from your phone.”

Upgrade your water heater – Experts say that water heating can comprise a large chunk of annual
energy usage in a home, so installing a high-efficiency water heater can really drive down energy
costs. Contributor to U.S. News & World Report Steven Holbrook found tankless water heaters to be
especially advantageous.

“Tankless water heaters allow users to shave 20 percent off their water bill. In addition to lasting five to
10 years longer than tank heaters, tankless heaters never run out of hot water,” he wrote, adding that
you also get a federal tax rebate through Energy Star if you purchase one.

Replace outdated HVAC systems – Heating or cooling systems that are between 10 and 20 years
old are probably going to be inefficient, according to Energy Star. On the other hand, even a standard
updated system can save you money on energy bills, and a high-efficiency unit will save you even
more.

More important than being generally quick and simple, the aforementioned home improvement
projects give you the most bang for your buck when it comes to saving on home energy. Furthermore,
financing some of the larger projects can also be straightforward, thanks to various loans available
through your financial institution.
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The Secrets to Saving More Money
Knowing which accounts to use can help you save more

Today, there are many options for where to put your money.

From using regular checking and savings accounts to deciding whether to open a money market
account or a CD (certificate of deposit) to even opening an account for holiday savings — each offers
something to help you save a little more.

Money market accounts and savings accounts

In an article in the Houston
Chronicle, finance contributor Leigh
Anthony compares these two types
of accounts. Both offer interest on
all deposits made and are insured
by the federal government, making
them safe, low-risk investment
options.

Both account types also have a
federal limit of six transfers per
month out of the account.
However, money markets act more
like checking accounts, giving you
the ability to write checks, make
electronic transfers, and withdraw
money with an ATM or debit card.
With savings accounts, you can
transfer money, but you may or
may not be able to withdraw funds
directly without talking to a bank
teller, depending on the institution.

“Interest rates on savings account[s] are typically very minimal as there is not a minimum balance
required,” reports Anthony. “[W]ith a money market account, the interest rate is higher and may
fluctuate based on a schedule posted by the [financial institution].”

A savings account would therefore be more appropriate for putting away cash that you want to save
for emergencies or a future large purchase, whereas a money market account would be better for
savings that you need to access more often, such as for major home renovations.

CD accounts

Anthony also discusses the difference between a CD and a money market account. Unlike money
markets, a CD account has a set interest rate that doesn’t change through the investment term. You
can set this term from anywhere between 30 days and five years — and then sit back as your money
grows.

Furthermore, according to an article in the Wall Street Journal, CDs are reported as low-risk savings
accounts with an interest rate that could be higher than a money market account. The money is
(probably) federally insured, “and you’re guaranteed to get back what you put in, plus interest once
the CD matures” through its predetermined term. But make sure not to withdraw funds before the
maturity term ends, or you’ll face a hefty penalty.

Holiday savings accounts

While some institutions offer actual “holiday savings accounts,” this term is broad enough to
encompass savings specific for holiday spending. Many people spend a lot of their money during the
holidays for gifts and family meals, and a great way to make sure you have funds set aside for these
purchases is to open an account just for holiday savings.

“The key is to think about holiday spending the same way you would other recurring, nonmonthly







expenses, like annual insurance premiums, quarterly tax estimates and home maintenance. Set up an
account, and automate deposits from your paycheck like any other bill,” says CFP® Tom Gilmour of
LearnVest Planning Services in a November 2014 article in Forbes.

If you need more guidance on what type of savings account to open, contact us and we’ll be happy to
help.
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Yoga Poses for More Restful Sleep
Feel well-rested with the help of these poses

Insomnia affects adults nationwide and, according to the Center for Disease Control, can have
damaging effects on overall health. One way to battle those sleepless nights is to practice these
simple, relaxing yoga poses before bedtime.

Uttanasana (standing forward
bend)

Start with a simple standing
forward bend, or uttanasana
posture, to help stretch out your
back and relax your heart rate.
Keep your feet hip-width apart and
slowly bend over until your head is
hanging near your shins. Hold your
elbows with the opposite hands
and do 10 to 15 extended breaths,
exhaling deeply. This pose should
last approximately for 1 minute.
When you’re done, slowly rise up
to avoid any strenuous muscle
strain.

Janu sirsasana (sitting head to
knee forward bend)

This pose is great for stretching out your lower back, as well as your quadriceps in your legs. Sit on
the floor with your legs extended in front of you. Bring your right foot to the inner thigh of your left leg,
creating a triangle shape with your right leg. Lift your right arm and bend to extend your right hand to
your left foot. Complete 10 to 15 breaths (about 1 minute) and switch sides.

Setu bandha sarvangasana (bridge pose)

The bridge pose strengthens your back, buttocks and hamstrings, and helps stretch your chest, neck,
spine and hips. Start this pose by lying on your back with your arms at your sides. Bend your knees
and put your feet hip-width apart, directly beneath your knees. Slowly lift your buttocks and back up
while keeping your feet and the palms of your hands on the ground. If you need extra support to stay
in the position, place a block under your lower back or tail bone area. Complete 10 to 15 deep
breaths and slowly make your way back to the original lying position.

Supta padangusthasana (reclining big toe pose)

The supta padangusthasana pose is great for aligning your pelvis and alleviating stiffness in the lower
back. Start by lying flat on your back with arms at the sides. Start an inhale and bring your right leg up
as far as it will go and hold it up with your hands, fingers intertwined. Be sure to press your thigh
against your hands for a firm connection. Hold this pose for 5 breaths and then switch to the other leg.

Siddhasana (meditation pose)

This pose is commonly seen in television and films as the typical meditation pose. Start by sitting with
your legs crossed and your hands resting on your knees with index fingertips touching the thumbs.
Improve your posture by extending your spine and bringing your shoulders back. Close your eyes and
complete 30 to 45 deep breaths (about 3 minutes). During the inhale, work on lengthening your spine
and exhale through your lower back, into your buttocks.

Savasana (corpse pose)

Finish off your nightly yoga routing with the Savasana pose. This pose is called the corpse pose
because you simply lie on your back and breathe. Be sure to separate your legs from each other and
get your arms away from your body a bit. Focus on your breaths, deeply inhaling and exhaling, casting
away the stress from your life. The National Institute of Mental Health attributes stress to health issues







like heart disease, high blood pressure and insomnia. Take as long as you would like on this pose. It’s
up to you when you feel it’s time to head to bed.

With these quick and easy to do yoga poses, you should be on your way to more restful sleep in no
time.
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What Lenders Look for in a Small Business
Tips for scoring the best small-business loan

Lenders look at many different factors when considering whether to approve a small-business loan
application and, if approved, the amount to give. Some of these are concrete numbers, like your credit
score, and others are more
ambiguous, such as your character.

Although each lender may look at
the complex puzzle of your
application from a different
perspective, there are common
criteria that all lenders take
seriously. These common criteria
are frequently referred to as the
five C’s.

The five C’s refer to credit score,
capacity, collateral, capital and
character. The meaning of “credit
score” is obvious enough, but what
might not be obvious is the fact that
you don’t have to wait to build up a
long and strong business credit
history before you can adequately
impress lenders.

“The reality is that business credit is very rarely evaluated. Unless the owner has been in business for
more than five years to establish business credit (and even then …), most lenders will look at the
owner’s personal credit score,” according to Forbes contributor Brock Blake. “To lenders, a business
owner’s personal record of financial management is just as important as [his or her] business’[s]
record.”

Along with credit score, capacity is another one of the C’s that refers to a cold, hard number. It refers
to your business’s revenue, either on a monthly or annual basis, which can help lenders determine
how much you can reasonably pay back and whether your desired sum seems in line with the size of
your business.

The C that stands for “capital” is sometimes referred to as “cash flow,” but regardless of how you
phrase it, it is one of the most important of the C’s. The ability to manage your cash flow and have
sufficient cash on hand to cover your regular expenses is one of the strongest indicators of future
success, so make sure to adjust your operations to develop a healthy cash flow and describe how you
have done so in your business plan.

Whether or not a lender requires collateral depends on the size of the loan and how well you perform
in the other C’s.  Very large loans will require collateral from even the most qualified borrowers. A
business loan obtained with collateral is referred to as a secured loan. If you don’t have assets that
can be used as collateral, or you are seeking another alternative, you may be able to obtain an
unsecured business loan, but it is important to keep in mind that “unsecured” does not mean that you
don’t put any of your personal assets at stake.

“So although ‘unsecured’ business loan is a bit of a misnomer, you still can take out a business loan
without tying it to a certain piece of collateral, which is good news for new entrepreneurs,” according to
Forbes contributor Jared Hecht. “If you don’t have specific assets to collateralize, there are [two] ways
to get a business loan: signing a personal guarantee and accepting a lien on your business.”

So while you begin your preparations to speak with your lender and present your loan application,
keep the five C’s in mind and you’ll be sure to understand the lender’s perspective and anticipate the
best ways to impress.
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Tips for Avoiding Credit Card Fraud
With nearly 38,000 complaints logged in 2015, credit card fraud
ranks as the second most common form of identity theft

It can take many forms, including:
• Scammers who try to sucker you into giving up credit card info over the phone.
• E-mail phishing.
• Skimmers – devices hidden in the mouths of card slots at gas pumps, ATMs and even restaurants to
steal card info.

Nothing but healthy skepticism can save you from falling for a slick hustler. But advances in
technology are designed to better protect consumers against credit card fraud when making
purchases in person.

EMV cards
Though they’ve been used widely for years overseas, EMV cards are relatively new in the U.S. They
still have the thick black band on the back, so they can continue to act like the “magstripe” cards that
people have been carrying in their wallets and purses for decades. The brainy component is the chip
on the front.
When inserted into an EMV reader, the chip generates a unique, encrypted transaction code, or
token. When it reaches your bank, it is decrypted to verify your account and authorize the payment.
By comparison, magstripes use easily cloned static information. In the U.K., where EMVs have been
in use more than a decade, the switch cut fraud by more than two-thirds.
Bear in mind that EMVs are no safer than magstripes when you’re buying online or giving credit card
info to someone over the phone. And for now, most gas pump slots aren’t equipped with EMV readers.

Mobile payment services
So-called “mobile wallets” or “e-wallets” use the same kind of token technology as EMV cards. The
difference is that instead of pulling out your card, you tap or scan your smartphone at retail checkout
counters.
Depending on the smartphone pay system, you may need to enter a PIN or scan your fingerprint to
complete a transaction. With Apple, Android and Samsung Pay, you’re assigned a substitute card
number that’s unique to the phone and tethered to your credit card number.
Using your smartphone or tablet adds another layer of security, because a hacker would need to have
both the device and its password.

Smart cards
This developing technology consolidates many credit cards into one, doing away with the need to
carry a wallet full of plastic, and reducing your risk of dropping or leaving behind a card that someone
else could find and misuse.
Smart cards are about the same size as a standard credit or debit card. You upload your various
cards’ information (usually with the help of a matching app on your phone), and can then toggle
between them from the face of the smart card. When it’s time to pay, you pick the one you want and
swipe, insert into an EMV slot, or hold the smart card up to a card reader, depending on your provider.
Companies in this space include Coin, Plastc and Swyp. Some use a third-party service to verify your
identity by asking questions only you would be able to answer, such as previous addresses, family
members and other information.

Monitor your credit card statements
It’s a good idea to check your accounts regularly. If you see charges you know you didn’t make or
otherwise don’t recognize, contact the card issuer to clarify and, if necessary, dispute them. You may
also want to set up a fraud alert or request a credit freeze.

Online transactions







If you’re buying online, make sure you’re on a secure site before you enter sensitive information. Look
for the https:// or a padlock at the start of the web address.
It’s also wise to avoid accessing bank or personal finance sites using public Wi-Fi, which can be a
haven for hackers.

 

© Copyright 2016 NerdWallet, Inc. All Rights Reserved
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Have You Enrolled In uChoose Rewards?
Check out these great benefits! 

Click here for more information on uChoose Rewards

Did you know that uChoose Rewards offers gift cards that donate money to a local or national charity?
Through CharityChoice, you can designate funds to thousands of local and national charities!

Shop at hundreds of your favorite retailers! Here are just a few of the merchants where you can earn
points:

CVS Pharmacy: Earn 5 points per $1
Disney Cruise Lines: Earn 4 points per $1
Target.com: Earn 1 point per $1

Points can be redeemed for:

Activities
Event tickets
Merchandise
Travel
Gift cards
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Best Veggies for Grilling
Four veggies that should be on your grill this summer

It’s finally spring, which means you’re probably cleaning up your grill and preparing it for entertaining
guests all summer long. Whether you’re celebrating Memorial Day weekend with an outdoor cookout
or enjoy grilling your family dinners on a regular basis, it’s important to pick the right food to serve.

This year, why not add vegetables next to those slabs of seasoned meat? These delicious vegetables
are perfect for grilling and will enhance any meal with their robust flavors.

Asparagus

A staple of most grill chefs’ plates,
asparagus is the champion of
grilled vegetables and has a
reputation for pairing perfectly with
red meats.

Following directions from Serious
Eats, grilling asparagus is a cinch.
Toss the uncooked asparagus in
two tablespoons of olive oil with
salt and pepper. At a high heat, the
asparagus will take 5 to 8 minutes
to char and should be served
immediately with an extra drizzle of
olive oil, and a squeeze of lemon
for zest.

Zucchini

Another green vegetable that
should be on more grills is zucchini. This veggie benefits from a high heat and good char. You can
slice it in different ways and season it how you want, but in the end, it’s still a winner.

The Weber grill masters recommend slicing the zucchini lengthwise into strips 1/4-inch thick. Season
it with olive oil, salt, pepper and herbs like basil and cook over medium heat for 2 minutes per side.
You can even marinade the zucchini beforehand for bolder flavors.

Onion

While you wouldn’t cook and serve chunks of onions as a side dish in a meal, they pair excellently with
steaks, chicken, burgers, brats—whatever you’re grilling. Their raw intensity is subdued into warm
sweetness when cooked over heat.

The National Onion Association has a wealth of tips for grilling onions. For basic cooking, its experts
recommend cutting the onions into wedges, leaving the stem/root ends intact to keep the layers
together. Brush the onion with olive oil, salt and pepper before cooking them in a covered foil pan for
15 to 20 minutes. You can add flavor with honey mustard, balsamic vinegar, BBQ sauce or other
dressings.

Eggplant

While it’s not a favorite vegetable for most people, any grill master can turn eggplant into the star of
the roast. 

According to Martha Stewart’s website, it’s important to drain the eggplant for 1 hour before putting it
on the grill. After slicing it and letting it sit in a colander over a bowl until the liquid drains, press it with
paper towels until completely dry. Then, lather in olive oil, salt and pepper and cook it over
medium-high heat for 10 to 12 minutes, flipping in between.

If you’re concerned with the mess or cleanliness of cooking vegetables on the grill, just set them in
aluminum foil while over the fire. Either way, these healthy eats will make scrumptious additions to
your home-cooked meals.







your home-cooked meals.
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